PATTERNS

PICASSO BRUSHED/CHISELED
LYON PATTERN
STONE TYPE

GEOLOGICAL ERA

Travertine

Quaternary
(2 million years ago-present day)

FINISH
Brushed

RECOMMENDED USES

Chiseled Edge

Commercial & Residential
Interior & Exterior

ORIGIN

Floor & Wall

Denizli, Turkey
SIZES
8”×8”×1/2”
8”×16”×1/2”
16”×16”×1/2”
16”×24”×1/2”
Picasso Travertine is quarried near the city of Denizli, Turkey.
This is a sedimentary stone that is formed in hot springs and is
composed of calcite calcium carbonate. All travertine stones will
have natural cavities, or pits visible in the stone that developed
when carbon dioxide bubbles became trapped during the
formation of the stone. The chiseled edges of the pieces in the
pattern, along with the unfilled surface, give this pattern an old
world, rustic appearance. The chiseled edges of this pattern
can make the grout joint appear much larger if not wiped clean
during installation. So, it is important to ensure that the edges
are cleaned thoroughly after grouting. There will be noticeable
variations in color and movement between pieces. Therefore, it
is important and recommended that a range of this product be
viewed before finalizing a purchase. As a natural stone product it
is recommended that it be sealed to extend its longevity.

SIZE

PIECES/PATTERN

UNITS/PALLET

SF/PALLET

8”×8”×1/2”

4

N/A

N/A

8”×16”×1/2”

2

N/A

N/A

16”×16”×1/2”

4

N/A

N/A

16”×24”×1/2”

2

N/A

N/A

Pattern Total

12 Pieces / 16 Sq Ft per Pattern

26

416

Standard packaging quantities for the Versailles Pattern are noted above, but variances may occur.
Please view actual stone when making your selection, as the images on this page are only representative.
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PIECE NUMBER

SIZE

PIECES/PATTERN

PERCENTAGE/PATTERN

1

8”×8”×1/2”

4

11%

2

8”×16”×1/2”

2

11%

3

16”×16”×1/2”

4

44%

4

16”×24”×1/2”

2

34%

Pattern Total

16 Square Feet per Pattern

12

100%
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When mixing sizes within a series, shade, texture and calibration differences should be expected.

